RESOLUTION NO. 4-S-2002

A RESOLUTION PROCLAIMING THE PRIMORDIAL ROLE OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF BACOOR, CAVITE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF ITS SOLID WASTE AND PROVIDING FOR ITS PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS.

WHEREAS, for the past several years, the Municipality of Bacoor, have experience the tremendous growth in its population;

WHEREAS, this increase of population resulted to increase in the volume of garbage and refuse;

WHEREAS, it is the primary obligation of every local government unit to protect the lives and health of each constituents including provision for a permanent site for the garbage and refuse of the people;

WHEREAS, that presently the Municipality of Bacoor has yet to make available the site or sites with government permit/clearance wherein the garbage and refuse can be dispose;

WHEREAS, with the enactment of R.A. 9003 or the Solid Waste Management Act of 2001, every local government unit is engendered to have their own solid waste plan in accordance with the provisions thereof;

WHEREAS, for this purpose this Sanggunian have declared a portion of Molino, Bacoor, Cavite to be an environmental park, which declaration was thereafter ratified in the approved land use plan of the municipality;

WHEREFORE, on motion of Honorable Councilor Peter Simon Lara and unanimously seconded by all members present on its regular session assembled BE IT RESOLVED AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Province of Cavite that the Municipality through the municipal government shall lead in finding an immediate and permanent solution to the recurring garbage problem that has been besetting the municipality for the past several years and for this purpose to find and/or avail any acceptable mode(s) or alternative(s) allowed by existing law or laws and government regulations relative to solid waste management. Furthermore, in order to prevent any transgression of any environmental laws and regulations the Municipal government shall coordinate all its actions with the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, National Solid Waste Commission and all other government agencies tasked with the enforcement of environmental laws.

RESOLVED FURTHER to furnish the Office of the Honorable Mayor Jessie B. Castillo and other concerned for their information and appropriate action.

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.

January 16, 2002
We hereby certify to the truth and correctness of the above-quoted Resolution.

HON. GERTRUDES M. OCAMPO

HON. HUBERT V. GERVACIO

HON. NORMITA D. CELESTINO

HON. PETER SIMON C. LARA

ABSENT

HON. AVELINO S. DE CASTRO

HON. KAREN G. MORALES

ABSENT

HON. ROBERTO J. SAQUITAN

ABSENT

HON. LORENZO P. NOLASCO

HON. EDRALIN G. GAWARAN

ATTESTED

EDWIN E. MALVAR
Presiding Officer/ Vice Mayor

APPROVED:

JESSIE B. CASTILLO
Municipal Mayor.